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APPE Notes

Evaluations Go Online

May 30 - Memorial Day
Memorial Day is recognized by
the University as a school holiday
and students will not be reporting
to rotations on this day. The first
day of rotations will begin the
following day, May 31st.

The time has finally come
for us to fully transition over
to the E*Value system. A key
element of that transition will
be the elimination of paper
evaluations, as those same
evaluations have been moved
online.
Toward the middle and end
of a student’s rotation you will
now receive an automated
email from E*Value that will
contain a link to the mid-point
and final evaluations for the
student . Once you have
submitted the evaluation there
will be no need to send us a
paper evaluation.
The final evaluations have
also been updated for this
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IPPE Notes
PY1 students are finishing up
their Institutional I rotations this
week concluding May 27th.
PY2 students are currently in
the middle of their Community II
rotation schedules which will
conclude on June 10th.
PY3 students will be joining
us in August at which time their
Block 1 Rotations will begin. We
will send out assignment letters
closer to that start. Here is a
preview of the Block 1 Weeks:

Block 1 Weeks
August 22 - 26, 2011
August 29 - Sept. 2, 2011
Sept. 12 - 16, 2011
Sept. 19 - 23, 2011
Sept. 26 - 30, 2011
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academic year and you can
find the printable versions of
these on the PEP Manual CD
you were either mailed or
received at Preceptor
Conference and also on the
Preceptor Zone website.
If questions arise when you
receive the automated emails
directing you to complete the
evaluation in E*Value, please
feel free to contact us and we
will be happy to answer any
questions or help you with
E*Value.

Something New To Know About
Going along with the new
things we are doing with
E*Value, we have also
introduced new rotation
activities and transcripts for
students to complete while on
rotation. The activities and
transcripts are requirements
that students must complete
while on rotation.
Students will get all of the
activities and transcripts
automatically sent to their
E*Value accounts prior to
their rotation, but if you
would like to take a chance to
review the activities please
visit our website, listed at the

bottom of this page, and find
the link “APPE Core
Activites.” The coursework is
arranged to correspond with
the different types of rotations
that are offered. The
transcripts can be found by
accessing the “Assessment
Forms” link on the website.
At the conclusion of the
rotation you will be sent two
emails, one for transcripts and
one for the final evaluation.
You can add comments to the
transcripts or just indicate
that you have reviewed the
work.

Visit us online at: http://pharmd.org/Preceptors_Zone/index.htm

